Introduction:

- Tolerance of ambiguity (TOA) relates to the capacity for which an individual can manage a situation that lacks information or a defined resolution.
- The ability for medical professionals to adequately manage their TOA is believed to be vital for physician longevity and patient care. Specifically, low rates of TOA have been correlated with increased physician stress, burnout and patient repeat tests.\(^1\),\(^2\)
- Studies also reported changes of an individual’s TOA among pre-clinical medical students.\(^3\),\(^4\)

Objectives: We explored the following research questions:

- Is there association between TOA and students’ mental health as some literature suggested?
- Do students at different levels of their medical training (MS I – III) demonstrate different levels of TOA?
- Do students in problem-based learning (PBL) have higher levels of TOA than those in lecture-based curriculum (SGL) because of the self-discovery nature of PBL?

Methods:

- The Multiple Stimulus Types Ambiguity Tolerance Scale-II (MSTAT-II) survey with two additional questions on mental health.\(^5\)
- A total of 115 students at four different stage of training completed the survey during academic year of 2021-22.

Results:

- (Table 1) Students with lower TOA had higher levels of both anxiety and burnout within the past month.
- (Table 2) No statistically significant difference or any specific pattern in TOA levels among the four cohorts of students from different stages of their medical training.
- (Table 3) There is a significant difference in the level of TOA between PBL and SGL.

Discussion and Conclusion:

- Our preliminary results confirmed the findings in the literature that students’ TOA level is associated with their mental health.
- Different curricular styles may render the differences in students’ TOA, or those with higher TOA level may have self-selected into the PBL curriculum. Future interventions could be drawn from the designs of PBL curriculum to help improve students’ level of TOA or vice versa.
- More data are needed to further explore TOA difference among students from different stages of training due to the small sample sizes of the current study.
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